
Eric IACUTONE

EMAIL: eric.iacutone@gmail.com 
PHONE: 585-576-0353
GITHUB: {http://github.com/iacutone} 
TWITTER: @iacutone  
MEETUP PRESENTATION:  
+ Platt 101 {www.Platt101.com} (4/11/13)
BLOG: {iacutone.github.io}
+ Jambox
+ Adventures in Code

Prior to the Flatiron School, Eric traded gold options on the Commodities Exchange.  He realized 
that the logic and problem solving skills he was developing as a trader are inherently useful in 
designing web applications. Hence, he decided to leave the Exchange floor and pursue his 
passion and learn to code full-time at Flatiron. 

Eric grew up in Rochester, NY.  He enjoys the occasional pick up soccer game.  Eric moved to 
NYC to attend college at Fordham University, and stayed to start his career on Wall Street.  He’s 
excited to make the jump to working as a Ruby on Rails developer as soon as he can after 
graduation.  

+ His dog, Lucky
+ Cooking many ethnic cuisines
+ Avid record collector 
+ Live music aficionado
+ DJing, Ableton Live
+ Drawing, stippling
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Teamvote.co - An application to crowd source social media activity, like upvotes, retweets, and 
likes, to your friends.
+ Used Nokigiri to scrape article titles for a better user experience
+ Optimized DOM efficiency via Javascript and AJAX
+ Built front-end validation with Javascript to ensure our database has valid information

www.platt101.com - An application to let a user write reviews about restaurants and let them 
save it on a Google Map so they know which restaurants they have been to.
+ Used the Google Maps v3 API in order to display restaurants a user has been to 
+ Used Yelp API in order to obtain latitude and longitude coordinates of a restaurant
+ Parsed a New York Department of Health CSV file in order to extract all restaurants in New 
York.  Then, used GeoCoder to find latitude and longitude coordinates in order to display 
restaurant on a map.

Fordham University, 2007
+ Bachelors of Science, Finance
+ Minor: Economics

PRIME INTERNATIONAL 
TRADING
New York, NY

Options Market Maker 
2010-2011

+ Traded option volatility looking 
for arbitrage opportunities. 
Managed and analyzed risks 
associated with an options 
position.

+ Priced options using Black-
Scholes option price theory 
model, including The Greeks and 
volatility smile and put/call skew

TECHNICAL EXPERIENCE EDUCATION

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

Eric IACUTONE
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PRIME INTERNATIONAL 
TRADING
New York, NY

Trading Assistant
2007-2011

+ Managed risk for as many as 
five options market makers

+ Liason between trading floor 
and futures clearing merchants 

+ Ensured all trades were 
allocated properly

+ Researched and resolved trade 
discrepancies, ensured all trades 
were booed and matched with 
appropriate counterparty

SMITH BARNEY
New York, NY

Wealth Management Division, 
Intern/Associate
2005-2006

+ Developed a database to store 
both personal and financial client 
information

+ Prepared client reports, tax 
statements and new business 
proposals
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